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Itâ€™s the start of summer, and Suzy is on a mission to figure out exactly what is going on with

Josieâ€™s estranged boyfriend, Summerman. Suzyâ€™s determined to learn more about the man

with a mysterious past and what seems to be his rather unique life, but her plans are impacted when

a body is discovered buried in a shallow grave in the woods behind the Doggy Inn. The dead man

turns out to be the uncle of Sammy, one of the people who works at the Inn, and Suzy soon finds

herself involved in an illegal crystal meth operation thatâ€™s working on both sides of the River.As

she and Chief Abrams begin their work, a variety of questions surface, and as Suzy tries to make

sense of the situation and uncover clues that will help them solve the case, another set of questions

emerge that soon has Suzy doing some very deep thinking of a personal nature about choices and

consequences and the wonder of life. As events play out, Suzy and Josie begin a battle of their own

that quickly escalates, and her mother announces plans for a grand-scale project that immediately

piques their interest and has the potential to dramatically alter their lives. Dozens of questions swirl

and uncertainty abounds, but it remains business as usual around the Inn. In the end, all it takes to

remind Suzy about what is truly important to her, as well as help her answer some of the big

questions about priorities and choices, is an Ibizan that has constantly been on the move and a

severely malnourished Lab who are both in desperate need of new homes. The Thousand Islands

Doggy Inn Mysteries features two of the smartest and funniest lead female protagonists to hit the

cozy mystery scene in a very long time, and Suzy and Josieâ€™s affection for food and their

boundless love and devotion to their dogs puts this series in the donâ€™t miss category. The Case

of the Itinerant Ibizan is the latest installment in this fast-paced and funny series that affectionately

focuses on dogs, food, and the natural beauty of the Thousand Islands region.
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I have now read all 9 books in this series. I enjoyed every one of them. I do hope there will be many

more. Every character in the stories has a significant part and you need to hear from them all. They

go from freezing cold to the nice warm weather of the Cayman islands with all the disruptions so you

feel as if you are there. I feel that every story is a trip.

A flawless mingling of characters from the Damaged Posse Series. Nothing trite or forced, almost as

if it had been planned all along.

I really enjoyed this book .B.R. Snow is a fascinating writer I have read other books by him. You

should also.

Love this series wish they would come faster.

loved this book

AN EARLY UNUSUAL TWIST KEPT ME GUESSING TO THE END. AS ALWAYS IN THE SERIES,

MY LOVE OF DOGS WAS TWEAKED.

Suzy and Josie just happen to be BFF and they just happen to be a dog's best friends. This 9th

book has the author crossing over characters from another series he writes. It all blends seamlessly

and opens up an insightful life/death possibility.Love the warm, caring, and snarky banter between

these two loving friends.Suzy is a "snoopmeister" who solves more than one mystery/or murder in

this 9th book in a wonderfully intriguing series. Josie is the the "vet" who keeps their furry friends



well tended.Can't wait for each new book then I can't put it down until I finish.

I've enjoyed this series. I love dogs and the characters are fun. But now we have paranormal and a

man "crossing over" every summer. Give me a break. I won't be continuing. Very disappointed.
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